
LAS PALMAS CONDO OWNER’S ASSOCIATION 

February 16, 2017 

 

 

The Board of Directors of the Las Palmas Condo Owner’s Association met on Thursday, February 16, 2017, at 7:00 p.m. 

by conference call.  Members in attendance were Ryan Dunlap, President; Chris Feaster, Vice-President; Reba Porter, 

Sec-Treas; and Director Chris Pearson. 

 

P Dunlap stated that he would like to purchase two safety harnesses and some rope so that he and another Board 

member could go on the roof for a personal look/evaluation of the condition of the present roof.  While the Board 

gave permission for this expense, D Pearson stated that he already had that equipment and would be glad for P 

Dunlap to use it.  He will also go on the roof with P Dunlap. 

 

P Dunlap summarized his phone conversation with the President of the Westwinds complex Board stating that the 

President was amenable to our Board giving another offer that he could present to his Board.  While our Board felt 

that meeting with him personally was the best idea, he insisted we meet with their Manager John Boller from Gulf 

Shores Rentals.  Earlier P Dunlap had emailed his draft of a proposal to Board members who now discussed and 

tweaked it in a couple areas.  P Dunlap stated that he would rework the draft into final form and send Board members 

another copy for editing one more time. 

 

Other areas that will be covered in the meeting on Saturday include a new sign and landscaping options.  The Board 

will continue this meeting at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday, February 18, to do a walkthrough of the property and make a list 

of repairs and other improvements that are needed.  P Dunlap will notify the Board when the meeting with the WW 

Manager is scheduled and asked all who could to attend. 

 

There being no further business, the meeting was recessed at 8:00 p.m. 

 

 

The meeting was reconvened on Saturday, February 18, at 11:00 a.m. at the complex following a meeting with the 

WW Manager attended by P Dunlap and ST Porter.  Those attending the walkthrough were P Dunlap, VP Feaster, and 

ST Porter.  Maintenance Supervisor Al Bauer also joined Board members for a portion of the walkthrough.    

 

P Dunlap made an extensive list of items that need attention at the complex.  MS Bauer will handle the small items; P 

Dunlap will make a list of items that need a contractor.  He will present to the Board for approval and submit to 

several contractors for quotes.  Areas that can accommodate more bicycle racks were also noted during the 

walkthrough.  P Dunlap also noted that he will be the Board contact for maintenance problems. 

 

The Board then moved to ST Porter’s home for further discussion.  Items included: 

1)  Security cameras – VP Feaster gave a run down on the quotes he had already received and will send a copy to 

P Dunlap.  Once he has a chance to review, we will move on this project. 

2) Appraisal for insurance – ST Porter stated that this was the 3rd year since we have had an appraisal and 

requested permission to engage an appraiser before the property insurance renews in May.  This is necessary 

to make sure that we are insured to the max needed to avoid penalties should we have another hurricane or 

similar disaster. 

3) The banking/mortgage forms from prospective buyers have increased considerably over the last two years, 

and it seems many associations are now charging to complete the forms.  ST Porter was given permission to 

research these charges and bring to the Board for consideration. 



4) The current Hurricane Preparedness Plan was discussed and will be reviewed for any action needed to make 

sure it is up-to-date. 

5) Bicycles and where to put the racks were the next item of discussion.  There seems to be many bicycles that 

are inoperable at the complex.  Owners will be asked to make sure the bicycles associated with their unit are 

tagged right away with the unit number and inoperable ones be removed from the complex.  Those not 

tagged and still at the complex will be thrown away.  ST Porter will get pricing for additional racks. 

6) Whose responsibility is it to notify guests of infractions was the next topic.  The Board members in attendance 

agreed that it is the owner’s responsibilities to deal with renters and will give further consideration to the best 

means of getting problems corrected.   

7) ST Porter requested permission to also price new tables for the pool area and chairs as needed to go with the 

tables.  She will repaint the metal tables now on the deck and move them to the grill area. 

8) Landscaping was discussed with the decision being that we need to draft a plan for what is needed, determine 

what we can do of that plan ourselves, and assign a budget figure accordingly.  P Dunlap’s wife will be asked to 

work on a plan, and Owner Proctor will be contacted to see if she could help with a plan. 

9) Who would answer emails to the Board was discussed so that all members won’t need to respond to all 

emails.  It was decided that the Board member most closely associated with the topic of the email will answer 

and send a copy to the Board in case any other members need to add anything to the response. 

10) ST Porter asked for direction on who will sign checks now.  Two signatures are required on one account now; 

the Board asked that the other account also be set up to require two signatures.  One of the signatories is no 

longer an owner so P Dunlap will be the other signatory. 

11) ST Porter reported that the Association will have $122,234 in the bank accounts as soon as the current deposit 

is added in.  She also discussed the individual budget items with an eye to continuing to work to eliminate the 

assessment in the next couple of years.   

12) A newsletter was the last item of discussion.  Items to be included would be the selection of a logo, what skills 

owners might be willing to donate to the complex, need for landscape experience, etc. 

 

P Dunlap recapped the meeting with the WW Manager for VP Feaster.  The proposal will be given to the WW 

President early next week, he will have a conference call with his Board, and their response should be to us within a 

week to ten days. 

 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p.m. 

 


